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73M / / MM725 / / MALCOLM 
MCKEON YACHT DESIGN

Following a natural design philosophy, the hyper-modern sloop MM725 connects her 
guests to the surrounding elements through an open deck layout, retractable balconies 

and a glass superstructure that runs through the entire saloon. Her airy interiors 
and floor-to-ceiling windows allow for much natural light to brighten up the spaces 

and enhance the one-with-nature experience aboard MM725. MM725 is designed for 
comfortable living and smooth sailing in utmost luxury. With a foredeck tender bay 

that transforms into an illuminated swimming pool, a beach club set-up and a sunken 
outdoor lounge area, MM725 offers the perfect oasis to relax and unwind. 

120M / / COLUMBUS CLASSIC 120 / / HYDRO TEC - 
PALUMBO SUPERYACHTS
Inspired by the success of its Columbus Classic 80 line, Palumbo Superyachts has introduced its largest motor yacht 
concept to date: the Columbus Classic 120 motor yacht. Floor-to-ceiling windows adorn the interior of the vessel, 
maintaining the clean lines that run throughout her interior and exterior. A cascading waterfall found on the main deck 
connects the two onboard pools. The beach club is located and features a spa, gym and bathing platforms. Designed to 
cater to the needs of both private and charter guests, the yacht has a helicopter deck and plentiful space for two custom-
designed tenders as well as numerous other toys such as jet skis and sea-bobs which will be housed in the tender garage, 
located forward of the beach club. 

DISCOVERY 57 / / 57m / / Luca Dini - Mondomarine

GLOBAL 330 / / 33m / / Dobroserdov Design - Van Oossanen 
Naval Architects - Dynamiq

INFINITY / / 42/50/59/69m / / Fulvio de Simoni & Rossinavi - 
Camper & Nicholsons

45XP / / 45m / / Can Yalman - Umberto Tagliavini - Numarine HYPNOSQUID / / 63m / / Roberto Curtó - SuperYachtsMonaco 


